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WAG Attends The Atlantis Crown Gymnastics
Invitational in the Bahamas

Sun, sand, friends and family, plus a competition to boot! This year’s WAG travel meet was the Atlantis
Crown Invitational held at the fabulous Atlantis Resort in the Bahamas. Because of some great resort
discounts associated with attending the meet and the obvious benefits of heading to the Bahamas in
December, this was a popular meet for the WAG families.
We have traveled to many places for meets before, but this one tops the list of best places to compete.
The Atlantis resort is phenomenal! We enjoyed team dinners and spent quiet time looking at the ocean,
the lagoon and the manta rays circling the aquarium below. Days were spent at the various beaches
body surfing, burying team members in sand and drinking Bahama Mamas from hollowed out
coconuts. There was also time for racing each other down the Challenger water slide, sliding through
(Continued on next page…)
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tanks of sharks and floating down a lazy river and a white water,
not-so-lazy river. For those looking to explore, the resort was full of
outdoor aquariums featuring stingrays, hammerhead, reef and nurse
sharks, barracuda, turtles, puffer fish, manta rays and an untold
number of fish from different species. My sons were most
impressed with a massive sawfish that slowly floated over them in
one of the tube walkways at Predator Lagoon.
The weather was fabulous and
as busy as everyone was during
the day, night time was just as
full of adventure. Some tried
their luck in the Casino, others
ventured off to explore the
resort, grab ice cream in the
Marina Village or a fancy drink
from Starbucks or visited the
teen nightclub, Crush. Crush
was a big favourite – dancing
and video games – what every
teenager wants! My youngest
son loved evening visits to The
Dig in his pyjamas. The Dig
was a cave-walk around the
massive lobby aquarium. It was
great for up close viewing of
sharks, stingrays, moray eels
and manta rays. Our favourites were the spiny lobsters. We would
giggle as they fell down from the top of the tank, crash landing on
other lobsters.
The resort had so much to offer that off-resort excursions were not
really sought after, although several team members had quite the
adventures feeding swimming pigs, iguanas on Iguana Island and
swimming with nurse sharks at Staniel Cay. The video of Taylor
Spalding clinging tightly to Charlie Lister while scrambling onto her
shoulders as nurse sharks circle around them is one of the most
entertaining videos I’ve seen in a while! 😊

(Continued on next page…)
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Champion, Morgan Hurd and gymnastics’ great
Svetlana Boginskaya were also in attendance.
The next day, things got serious. Most of our
athletes competed on Friday and the rest finished
up on Saturday. Competition was fierce but our
girls did well and had to find room in their
suitcases for 17 medals! Some of the standouts
were Leona Liao who came away with 4 gold
medals including the Level 6, age 8-9, all-around
title. Also winning an all-around gold for Level
8, age 12, was Taylor Spalding who added a
beam gold, a floor silver and a bronze vault
medal to her total medal haul.
Not to be outdone…
Seren Jackson brought home 2 silver medals on
floor and vault and a bronze all-around medal
for the level 6, age 8-9 group. And to top off the
event, the level 6 team, helped by a beam silver

I almost forgot! We had a competition while we
were there!
The Atlantis Crown was a large meet. 1091
athletes from five countries represented 56
different clubs. There was even one participant
who traveled from Senegal for the meet.
The opening ceremonies on the Thursday night
featured delegates from the Bahamian
government introducing and welcoming athletes
from all over the world and an authentic
Junkanoo performance with elaborate costumes
and marching band style music. (Think Mardi
Gras or Carnival street parade.) Current World
(Continued on next page…)
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for Alexandra Preziosi, a floor bronze for Vivian
Hill, an uneven bars bronze for Natalie Wiberg,
as well as the performances of Leona Liao, Seren
Jackson, Sydney Wright, Sophia Gallucci and
Cassidy Imrie, earned a third place finish in the
team standings.
Sydney Snowden continued the medal haul
with a bronze on beam in the level 7, age 9-10
competition, and the level 9 team saw Soraya
Shahani win a silver medal on beam and Lauren
Feaver earn a bronze on floor.
How do we top this one? While we wait to see
where next year will take us, the WAG team
remains busy with training, Provincial qualifiers
and Provincial Championships. Wherever we
end up next year, I am sure the WAG team will
have just as much success and just as much fun
as they did in the Bahamas because they are a
team that treats every member like a best friend!
We wish them all the best of luck for the rest of
the season!
– Kimberley Nash
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Lister on Team Ontario – California Grand
Invitational in Anaheim, USA
Back at the beginning of November, 2017,
OGC’s Charlotte Lister earned a spot on Team
Ontario’s Level 10 team with an 8th place finish
at Tour Selection in Quinte Bay. With some
incredible time management, Charlie managed
to fit Team Ontario training into her busy
schedule which also included high school
classes, regular training at OGC, a WAG
qualifier, an away meet in Bahamas, Christmas
and New Year’s, plus the end of January exam
prep!
This season’s tour event was the California
Grand Invitational held at the Anaheim
Convention Centre from January 12th to 14th. It
was hosted by Gold Medal Gymnastics and
directed by 1996 Olympic Gold Medalist,
Amanda Borden-Cochran. Level 10 Team
Ontario coaches were Kathy Hubbard of
Burlington Gymnastics Club and Brittnee Habbib
of TriStar.
(Continued on next page…)
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The girls traveled as a team and bunked together
at the Hilton Anaheim which was connected to
the convention center. It was also within
walking distance to Disneyland. Team Ontario
made full use of the complimentary day passes
that were included with the event and headed to
Disney when the meet was finished. (The Level
10 team voted Space Mountain easily the best

10th place overall with a 5th place finish on
vault, 7th on floor and 10th on beam. By the
time it was all over, Team Ontario came home
with 2 Team Golds, 2 Team Silvers and 1 Team
Bronze and the athletes came home with some
great memories and many new friends!
– Kimberley Nash

ride in the park.)
Charlie “knew of” the girls on her team but
didn’t actually “know them” before the meet.
However, after a weekend of tough competition
and some fun at Disney and team events, she
now says that she has become closer to the girls
and that they will continue to be some of her
good friends for a long time.
Tour turned out to be very successful for Team
Ontario. Charlie said that while the competition
was tough, it was a great meet to attend because
you really had to work hard to “place” on each
event. She put up some great scores and earned
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Meet the Gymnast - Gavin Pugh

With two parents who have a history in
athletics, it’s no wonder little Gavin Pugh has
found a love for gymnastics! Gavin’s Mom was a
competitive gymnast, and his Dad was a
competitive figure skater - so naturally, Gavin
loves to be in the air!
He currently trains six hours per week under
Coach Greg Jackson in the MAG program, and
his favourite apparatus is the High Bar. However,
he also enjoys front tucks on the trampoline and
is excited about participating in his first
competitions this season.
Gavin started his gymnastics journey in the
OGC Parent and Tot program and has steadily

climbed his way up the MAG ladder since then.
He is a bright eyed, spunky, grade two student
who would love to one day go to the Olympic
Games as a gymnast.
When I was speaking to him about his
gymnastics, Gavin commented, “sometimes
gymnastics is a little bit scary” to which I replied,
…“but you are not brave if it isn’t scary right???”
Gavin just smiled! Most likely this is but one of
the many important lessons he is learning
through the MAG program here at OGC.
Outside of the gym, he is a big brother and it is
no surprise to hear his little brother is also
involved in gymnastics! Gavin has a miniature
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schnauzer named Bella and he enjoys talking
about the time he spends with his family while at
the beach in Hilton Head. In particular, Gavin
loves swimming and lights up when he
remembers his family swimming together while
on vacation last year.
In addition to gymnastics, Gavin takes
swimming lessons and plays lacrosse in the
spring. Some of his other favourites are:
Transformer - Bumblebee
Superhero - Batman
Food - Strawberries, Pizza and Chicken Nuggets
Subject - Math and Reading
Movie - Jaws
Restaurant - Boston Pizza

There is no doubt little Gavin has a bright future
in athletics, and given that his favourite movie is
Jaws, if gymnastics is his calling, look out OGC!
– Jennifer Gibbons
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Growing An Athlete: Concussion 101
The term concussion is being talked about more
and more in sports as we are continuing to learn
just how serious injuries to the brain can be.
While many people have heard the term
concussion, you may not know exactly what a
concussion is. A concussion is a mild traumatic
injury to the brain as a result of a sudden blow to
the head or body that jars the head. In more
simple terms, it’s any injury that causes a
temporary disruption in brain function that can
create physical, cognitive, and emotional
changes. It’s important to realize that a
concussion can occur even WITHOUT a hit to
the head or someone losing consciousness. In
fact, most concussions do not involve being
“knocked out” for any length of time.
It is fair to say that gymnastics is not considered
a contact sport, and as such we do not
commonly think of gymnasts sustaining

concussions. However, concussions can be
sustained by gymnasts, whether it be from
something obvious like hitting a head on a
balance beam, or something more subtle like
landing hard on an athlete's back from a missed
dismount. So, while a concussion is not the most
common injury for a gymnast, they do occur and
can be very dangerous if the symptoms are not
recognized and appropriate measures taken.
Remember that symptoms are not always
present immediately, so it’s a good idea to keep
an eye out for symptoms if you are suspicious
about a concussion, even if your child says “I’m
OK.” When in doubt, always remove the athlete
from training or competition, have them rest, and
reassess for symptoms if a concussion is
suspected. Ultimately, it never hurts to take your
child to an appropriate health care provider such
(Continued on next page…)
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don’t be surprised if your health care provider
does not recommend this.

as a Medical or Sports Doctor, Chiropractor, or
Physiotherapist to have them assessed. These
health care providers are all equipped to assess
and diagnose a concussion and advise on the
appropriate care. Additionally, many of these
health care providers are able to do baseline
concussion testing which involves assessing your
child’s physical and cognitive abilities when they
are healthy and uninjured. If a concussion is ever
suspected or diagnosed after this testing, then the
baseline can help to provide a more objective
way to determine
when your child
has fully recovered
and is ready to go
back to sports.
Baseline
concussion testing
is more commonly
done for athletes
who compete in
high risk contact
sports, but can be
done on any
athlete. If you
choose to do it, it should be done at least once
every year.

One of the biggest risks with concussions is
sustaining a second concussion before the first
concussion has healed by returning to sports and
activities before symptoms have resolved. This
can result in a more serious, but rare condition
called second impact syndrome. Consequently, it
is imperative that the instructions given by the
health care provider who diagnosed the
concussion be followed AND that they assess
and determine when a child can return to
activities and sports.

Remember, most concussion symptoms will
fully resolve on their own with time and
appropriate precautions such as rest and
avoiding any activities that irritate or increase
symptoms. However, it is important to be
assessed by an appropriate health care provider
and follow their directions to ensure a full
recovery. While it would seem logical that an
injury to the brain should be seen in an MRI or
CT scan, signs of a concussion are not actually
revealed by any type of medical imaging, so

https://usagym.org/pages/home/publications/technique/
2009/03/26_concussions.pdf

In short,
gymnastics is not a
sport that creates a
lot of risk for
concussions, but
it’s important to
understand the
basics to ensure
the safety of our
young athletes.
– Dr. Christina
McGlashan, B.Sc.,
D.C., FCCPOR(C)
References:

http://www.parachutecanada.org/downloads/resources/
Concussion-Parents-Caregivers.pdf
http://www.brainandspinalcord.org/brain-injury-statistics/
https://www.cdc.gov/headsup/pdfs/youthsports/
parents_eng.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/headsup/basics/baseline_testing.html
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Meet OGC Acro’s Fantastic Four
If you haven’t had the opportunity to meet
OGC’s only men’s 4 acro group, trust me when I
tell you that you are seriously missing out. I
wasn’t entirely sure what to expect heading in to
meet them for the first time, but from the
moment I entered the room, I was completely
captivated by their candour, dedication, humour
and by their insights that showed a maturity well

beyond their years. Not only are they
tremendously talented young athletes but they
are also a pretty great group of kids to hang out
with. It is my distinct pleasure to introduce them
to you.
Adrian Riccio – “It’s important to always try
your best. I try to think positive and to never say
things like, I can’t get this.”
At 8 years old, Adrian is the youngest member
of the group. Like many other gymnasts, Adrian
started out in the recreational program at 6 years
old after his mother noticed he loved trying to
teach himself gymnastics in the living room.
Once he was in the gym, it wasn’t long before
their current coach, Don Holmes, noticed Adrian
and encouraged him to try out for the
competitive boys acro team. This is Adrian’s
(Continued on next page…)
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second year in the acro stream and as one of the
smallest and most flexible, he has been a top
both years – previously in a men’s pair and this
year in the level 7 men’s 4.
Adrian’s gymnastics journey has had its ups and
downs but even at 8 years old, he seems to
already grasp that his setbacks are really just
opportunities to grow and learn. His face lights
up as he describes the first time he did a round
off back handspring back
tuck and I can’t help but
cheer aloud when he tells
me how cool it was when
he got to do a double back
tuck in the belt.
Gymnastics is not an easy
sport but Adrian handles the
difficulties like a pro. He
describes the one arm
straddle hold as an ongoing
challenge for him and how
with the increase of training
hours this year, he had to
give up hanging out with
the neighbourhood kids as
often as he’d like. However,
he makes it abundantly
clear that he wouldn’t have it any other way.
Adrian gives a great deal of credit to his coach
for helping him navigate these issues. “Don
really motivates us and helps us a lot. He makes
it fun to come to gym.” It is this positivity that
Adrian simply radiates that makes him such a
pleasure to be around. When he is tired and
doesn’t feel like training, he tries to focus on all
the things he loves about gym such as seeing his
friends.

Adrian describes himself as someone who gets
very nervous at competitions but in true Adrian
style, he deals with this by reminding himself
before they go on that even if they mess up,
everyone there is going to support them. He
cannot fathom that anyone would ever make
them feel bad about their performance and it is
this unwavering belief in the inherent good in
people that provides him with all the reassurance
he needs.
Adrian also possesses one of
the most coveted traits of a
gymnast and of an acro top
in particular. He is fearless.
His favourite skill is the
platform back tuck and he
doesn’t miss a beat when he
tells me falling is the least of
his worries. He attributes
this to the deep level of trust
he has for his partners. He
shrugs his shoulders and
explains, “I just know they
will catch me.”
Outside of the gym, Adrian
is not like other kids
growing up in the 2010’s,
and I mean that in the best possible way. On his
days off, he is likely to be found making a craft
project or building his own mini tree house in
the backyard. Adrian was particularly excited to
tell me about the pulley swing system he created
at home and we all agreed that it sounds like the
best invention ever.
The future is bright for Adrian and it will be
exciting to see where his gymnastics takes him.
He is focused right now on improving his pike
(Continued on next page…)
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hold and hopes to one day perform for Cirque du
Soleil.
Mikka Johannsen – “The connection I have with
my gym friends is so strong. We have to really
bond to get through things together.”
Mikka is 10 years old and takes on the role of
the middle in the group. In acro, the middle can
sometimes get
overshadowed by the tops
and the bases but not in this
group. With his unique
personality and forthright
manner, Mikka is not
someone you can easily
forget.
Mikka started recreational
gymnastics as a toddler but
left for a period of time after
becoming frustrated that he
wasn’t progressing as well
as he would have liked. This
could have been the end of
his gymnastics career but he
credits his mother for
pushing him to get back
into sports. She encouraged
him to try out for either the
artistic or acro competitive team. Fortunately for
the boys acro program, he opted for the latter.
After being selected for the competitive team, he
started out as a top in a men’s pair but eventually
transitioned into his current role as the middle in
the level 7 men’s 4. This is his third consecutive
year in acro and with the increase of training
hours to 13 this year, his progress has been
remarkable. He was especially pleased when he
got his round off back handspring as he admits

there were times when he felt he might never get
to that point. Aside from his tumble, Mikka also
enjoys performing the temple skill with his
partners.
Mikka was quite candid about his early struggles
with gymnastics but what impressed me most
about him is how he has found ways to navigate
them. He explains that he relies on his gym
friends for support. When
he first started gym, he
didn’t know anyone.
However, acro is a
discipline that requires you
to cooperate and work
closely with others. For
Mikka, this enabled him to
really get to know the other
athletes. Now, he describes
how he is able to look
forward to hanging out with
his friends at gym and finds
that talking and laughing
with them helps him get
through some of the tough
times, like conditioning.
Mikka also gets a lot of
support from his family. He
blushes as he describes how his mom
embarrasses him by texting everyone about
upcoming competitions, but sheepishly admits
that it’s still kind of nice because it lets him know
that his family is proud of him. Don admits that
Mikka might have the most difficult role in the
partnership, as not only is he one of the newest
to the discipline, but he also has to act as the
base to Adrian who is not much smaller than
Mikka himself. Despite this, Don believes that
(Continued on next page…)
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Mikka, and the rest of the partnership, have
shown a lot of dedication to being in the acro
program and in a men’s 4 in particular.
Going forward, Mikka is hoping to improve their
routine and wants to continue to work on
perfecting their partnership skills (and
remembering to point his toes more often, of
course!). He hopes to be a CGI digital artist in
film one day but says that
with his background in
acrobatics, Cirque du Soleil
would be a pretty good
back up plan too.
Ethan Sousa - “I always
look forward and not
backward.”
11-year-old Ethan is one of
the bases in this level 7
men’s 4 and within minutes
of meeting him, it is obvious
that he loves what he does.
Ethan started out in
recreational gymnastics at
just 2 years old. He was
going to join soccer or
hockey but one look at the
trampolines and foam pits
and there was no turning
back. Ethan joined the competitive tumbling
program when he was 7 and after only one year
as a tumbler, Don recognized his talent and
recommended he try out acrobatics. Acro was
an immediate hit with Ethan and he has been at
it ever since. Although he has always had the
role of a base, he has been fortunate to be able
to work in a variety of different partnerships
including a men’s pair, mixed pair and a men’s 4.

After many years in the gym, Ethan understands
as well as anyone that training requires hard
work. He manages to stay motivated by looking
forward to upcoming competitions and learning
new skills. Ethan describes how great it felt when
he got his round off back handspring and when
he pulled off an impressive back layout with a
full twist into the pit. In terms of partnership
work, his favourite skill is
the platform back tuck
because as Ethan puts it, “I
get to throw him! [Adrian]”.
It hasn’t always been
smooth sailing for Ethan but
he is able to laugh as he
tells me about a routine last
year where he and his
partner finished so early that
the music was eventually
turned off just to relieve
them from having to hold
their finishing pose any
longer. Ethan says that it is
experiences like this that
have helped him improve as
he moves forward. He
explains that you have to be
able to learn from your
mistakes and the group nods
in agreement as he unequivocally states that
“you can’t move forward without falling
sometimes.” Their coach Don laughs as he
recalls this incident and says that the boys, and
Ethan in particular, love the performance aspect
of acro. It would not be unusual for them to add
in random unscripted choreography during a
moment such as this one.

(Continued on next page…)
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Ethan is a natural leader but he humbly
acknowledges the support he gets from his
family, friends and his coach Don. “Don will
always encourage us. He motivates and pushes
us to get better and he won’t stop until you get
whatever it is that you need to get.” Ethan seems
to embody that same strive for improvement and
explains that he would convey a similar
sentiment to younger athletes starting out. “They
should never give up and always ask for
corrections. Even if you don’t feel like going to
gym sometimes, just think
about what you could do if
you did- and then think
about what you couldn’t if
you didn’t.”
Ethan keeps busy outside
of gym and when he is not
at training, he can be found
at taekwondo class, scouts,
or hanging out with friends.
If you’re starting to feel like
a slacker in comparison,
take solace in the fact that
Ethan credits his gymnastics
background for teaching
him to be more disciplined with his time. He
tries to always focus while in school so that he
can get all his work done and not have to bring
anything home. If he does have to, he does it at
gym or on the bus. If he has a deadline coming
up that he knows will be challenging to meet
due to his hectic schedule, he doesn’t hesitate to
speak with his teachers to request appropriate
extensions.
With Ethan’s talent, commitment and discipline,
he is sure to have a bright future ahead in acro.
He hopes to one day be a game coder, an

engineer, or perform for Cirque du Soleil. I
wouldn’t be surprised if he somehow manages to
do all three.
Feroz Ajmal – “Anyone can achieve what they
want. I believe that anything is possible.”
At 12 years of age, Feroz is the oldest member
of the men’s 4 and takes on the role of the base.
Like his partners, he started out in recreational
gymnastics where Don spotted him and
encouraged him to try out for the competitive
boys acro team. He
officially joined the acro
program when he was 9 and
never looked back. For
Feroz, he appreciates that
acro is different than other
disciplines in that he gets to
perform some pretty
impressive partner skills.
Like his teammates, Feroz
also feels that working with
partners is one of the draws
of the acro discipline. They
have a great time training
together and it is clear that
Feroz takes on a leadership
role within the partnership. He confessed that he
sometimes loses his patience when things aren’t
going well but he has learned that being kind to
one another, especially when providing
feedback, can go a long way. “When we’re kind
to each other, it always turns out okay. It’s kind of
like it just builds up and then things just fit
together like a puzzle.”
This is Feroz’s fourth year in the program and
throughout his gymnastics career, he has had the
opportunity to train as a top, middle and a base.
(Continued on next page…)
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He doesn’t hesitate to proclaim that being a base
has been his favourite of all three because he
enjoys working on improving his strength. He
also concedes that the tops have an especially
tough role which can be a bit scary at times. He
explains that he feels the need to look out for the
top as they are the one who is most at risk. This
statement coincides with how Don describes
Feroz as having an older brother mentality and as
someone who “really cares about taking care of
those around him.”
The boys have experienced a
significant increase in their
training hours this year, (from 9
to 13 hours/week) and while
Feroz describes it as having
been a bit of a shock to them at
first, he is excited that he now
has more opportunities to
improve his skills. In particular,
Feroz enjoys performing their
new level 7 temple skill which is
a balance skill that requires a
great deal of strength and always
impresses with its height.
As he has progressed through
the levels, Feroz has gained some
important insights along the way. He describes
how when he was younger he would fool around
more during training. However, he has learned
that if you want to improve and get stronger, you
need to follow your coach’s instructions and
most importantly, to never cheat on your
conditioning. All his hard work and perseverance
has paid off and he explains that as he continues
to improve, things get easier, which in turn
motivates him to keep working hard. “Acro is in

my blood now. They are my family and I just
want to go every day.”
When I ask him about the support he has
received along the way, he cannot emphasize
enough how instrumental his father has been for
him. “I am very thankful for my dad. He is
always at my competitions watching me and I
know how hard he works to put me through
acro.” Feroz also credits Don as an important
support as he is constantly pushing them to train
harder and he is always there to
guide Feroz through any
problems he might have.
Feroz also seeks inspiration from
other athletes he sees around the
gym. He looks up to the elite
acro group and explains that
when he sees them condition,
“it’s just insane!” Watching how
hard they train is an ongoing
reminder that anything is
possible.
Feroz has plans to one day be a
heart surgeon but in the
meantime, his sights are set on
representing Canada at the acro
Worlds in a men’s 4. For the time being, Feroz
and his partners are proud to be representing
boys acro in North America. They are currently
the only men’s 4 in the province of Ontario and
as a club, we couldn’t be prouder of everything
they have accomplished. Later this year, this
partnership will be representing OGC and boys
acro at their first international competition in Las
Vegas in the level 7 men’s 4 category. This is the
highest provincial level in acrobatic gymnastics
and we are all looking forward to cheering them
on.
– Stephanie Clendenning
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Oakville Gymnastics’ MAG Program
Competition Results
~ Congratulations to the entire team, who support each other and push each
other to greater successes ~

The Men’s Artistics Gymnastics’ 2nd provincial pre-qualifier was hosted by Kitchener-Waterloo Gymnastics Club
at the end of January. Our MAG athletes competed at almost every level and won 7 All Around Medals: Keagan
and Vince finished 2nd place, while Logan, Denis, William P, Garnet and Sam came in 3rd! On individual events,
the MAG team brought home 9 gold medals, 9 silver medals, and 13 bronze medals.
Sharing the podium at this meet were Keagan and Nathan for Gold on Rings, Denis and Carlos for Gold on
Horizontal Bar, and Colin and Hugh for Silver on Pommel Horse! Vince spent the most time on the podium,
winning 5 medals in total and Evan received his first Gold competing at the Open Level on Rings!
Congratulations to our MAG athletes and coaches!

(Continued on next page…)
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Medal Standings 2nd Qualifier Kitchener
Gold

!

Silver

!

!

Evan Smeets
Open
(Parallel bars)

Keagan Mulvey
Level 4 13+A
(All Around, Floor)

Keagan Mulvey
Level 4 13+A
(Rings - tied)

Logan Brown
Level 4 13+B
(Pommel Horse)

Nathan Wu
Level 4 13+A
(Rings- tied)

Vince Olivo-Espinosa
Level 3 13-17 A
(All Around, Parallel Bars)

Vince Olivo-Espinosa
Level 3 13-17 A
(Horizontal Bar)

Nicolas Sachade
Level 2 10-11 B
(Pommel Horse)

Denis Chuprys
Level 3 10-12 B
(Horizontal Bar-tied)

Alex Snowden
Level 1 10-11 A
(Rings)

Carlos Ortega-Zarate
Level 3 10-12 B
(Horizontal Bar-tied)

Garnet Schultz
Level 1 8 A
(Pommel Horse)

Garnet Schultz
Level 1 8 A
(Parallel Bars)

Hugh McDowell
Level 1 8 B
(Vault, Pommel Horse (tied))

Sam Guillemette
Level 1 8 B
(Rings - tied)

Colin Jones
Level 1 8 B
(Pommel Horse (tied))

Hugh McDowell
Level 1 8 B
(Horizontal Bar)

Bronze

Keagan Mulvey
Level 4 13+A
(Parallel bars)
Logan Brown
Level 4 13+B
(All Around, Rings)
Vince Olivo-Espinosa
Level 3 13-17 A
(Floor, Rings)
Denis Chuprys
Level 3 10-12 B
(All Around, Pommel Horse)
Carlos Ortega-Zarate
Level 3 10-12 B
(Vault)
Evan Fischer
Level 2 10-11A
(Parallel bars)
Ognjen Bobic
Level 2 10-11A
(Pommel Horse)
William Pokou
Level 2 10-11 B
(All Around, Horizontal Bar, Rings)
Oscar Davies
Level 2 10-11 B
(Pommel Horse)
Alex Snowden
Level 1 10-11 A
(Parallel Bars)
Garnet Schultz
Level 1 8 A
(All Around, Floor)
Sam Guillemette
Level 1 8 B
(All Around)
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T
Interclub Meet - Brampton

Demo

Tristan, Joshua, Harrison, Gavin, Abdallah,
Alex, Anton, Arthur, Lucas, Aidan, Colin,
Xaiden, Chanhee, Ben, Mantas, Justin,
Emmett, Lorenzo, Gallaway,

19

Our Demo boys do not receive scores / results. It is a
meet to showcase all the cool skills they have been
working on. All receive a medal, and a certificate
with judge comments.

Interclub Level 1 (age 8-9)

7

5

13

Interclub Level 1 (age 10-12)

13

11

4

Interclub Level 2 (age 10-12)

2

2

1

Interclub Level 2 (age 13+)

1

1

4

Jack, Adam, Kevin, Graham, Marco,
Maxwell

Ty, Sage, Matthew, Matt, Joaquin

Chris

Jasper

(Continued on next page…)
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Medal Standings 3rd Qualifier St. Catherine's
Gold

!

Silver

!

Bronze

!

Evan Smeets
Open
(Vault)

Keagan Mulvey
Level 4 13+
(All Around,Rings)

Keagan Mulvey
Level 4 13+
(Parallel bars)

Keagan Mulvey
Level 4 13+
(Horizontal Bar)

Logan Brown
Level 4 13+
(Pommel Horse)

Logan Brown
Level 4 13+
(All Around)

Nathan Wu
Level 4 13+
(Pommel Horse)

Oscar Davies
Level 2 10-11
(Pommel Horse)

Nathan Wu
Level 4 13+
(All Around, Horizontal Bar)

William Pokou
Level 2 10-11
(Pommel Horse, Rings)

William Pokou
Level 2 10-11
(All Around, Parallel bars)

Evan Fischer
Level 2 10-11
(Vault)

Colin Jones
Level 1 8
(Pommel Horse)

Alex Snowden
Level 1 10-11 A
(All Around, Rings, Horizontal Bar)

Alex Snowden
Level 1 10-11
(Floor)

Sam Guillemette
Level 1 8
(Pommel Horse, Vault)

Garnet Schultz
Level 1 8
(Parallel bars)

Turner Hames
Level 1 8
(Floor, Vault)

Jensen Gray
Level 1 9
(Vault)
Colin Jones
Level 1 8
(Floor)
Hilton McDowell
Level 1 8
(Vault)

(Continued on next page…)
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Oakville Gymnastics’ TUM Program
Competition Results

~ Congratulations to the entire team, who support each other and push each
other to greater successes ~

Interclub Meet

Interclub B
Sienna M.

1

(Congratulations Sienna)

(Continued on next page…)
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1st Qualifier, Markham Pan Am Center

Level 1

1

2nd Megan Creelman

Level 2

(1st Rania Ali, 1st Zander Nath, 3rd Matthew
Henry)

Level 4

2

(1st Lindsay Solmon who also mobilized to
the National Level!!)

1

Level 5 (National)

1

(1st Hanah Scholes)

Level 6 (National)

(1st Ben Rybka, 2nd Elizabeth Karam, 3rd
Helen Dong)

Junior National

(2nd Emily Harrison, 3rd Emma Chau)

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Oakville Gymnastics’ WAG Program
Competition Results

~ Congratulations to the entire team, who support each other and push each
other to greater successes ~

Pulsars
Aloha
2018
Dahlia Wiberg
Lia Redick

1
2

2

2

Celina Lavoie

2

Holly Connelly

2

Sydney Snowden

1

1

Ella Carriere

1

3

Taylor Spalding

1

1

1

Zoe Connelly

1

Alyssa Rampersad

1

Darby Quinn
Lauren Feaver
Charlotte Lister

1
1

2

2

1
(Continued on next page…)
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Mackenzie Robinson
Seren Jackson

1
3

Leona Liao

1
1

2

Addison Ng

1

Cassidy Imrie

1

Alexandra Preziosi

1

Vivian Hill

2

Sydney Snowden

3

2

Lia Redick

2

2

Audrey Sowa
Taylor Spalding

1
2

Zoe Connelly
Darby Quinn

2

1

2

2

2

Alyssa Rampersad
Charlotte Lister

2
1

2

Bree Robinson
Lauren Feaver

1
1

Natalie Wiberg
Seren Jackson

2

2

1

1
4
(Continued on next page…)
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Leona Liao

1

Sophia Gallucci

1

2

Holly Connelly
Vivian Hill

1
1

3

1

Sydney Wright

1

!
Lauren MacDiarmid
Lia Redick

1
2

2

Celina Lavoie

1

Audrey Sowa

1

Lauren Barlock
Holly Connelly
Dahlia Wiberg

2

2

1

2

2
1
25
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Joelle Krueger

1

Lia Redick

3

2
1

Lauren MacDiarmid

1

Celine Lavoie

1

Emilie SpoonerD’Souza

2

Olja Bobic

2

Emma Zhang

1

2

Alexandra Preziosi

1

Sydney Wright

1

Vivian Hill

2

Sophia Gallucci
Natalie Wiberg

1

1
3

1
1

3

Sydney Snowden
Taylor Spalding

1

1

Holly Connelly
Leona Liao

3

1

Cassidy Imrie
Seren Jackson

3

1

1

1

1

3

2
(Continued on next page…)
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Zoe Connelly

1

Darby Quinn

1
1

Alyssa Rampersad

1

Sophia Paris

2

Bree Robinson

1

Soraya Shahani

1

1

3

Avery Brown

1

2

1

Mackenzie Robinson

1

Charlotte Lister
Alexandra Tonkin

1
1

1
3
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Oakville Gymnastics’ ACRO Program
Competition Results
~ Congratulations to the entire team, who support each other and push each
other to greater successes ~

OGC’s Acro Program has been very busy competing and refining their skills. On Dec 2-3rd 2018,
there was a World Age Selection event held in Airdrie, Alberta. OGC hosted a friendly competition
with a club from the USA Jan 11-14th 2018. They have competed at their first and second Ontario
Cups, and more recently just returned from Vegas Acro Cup.

Congratulations to the Canadian
Acro competitors who brought home
3 medals from the Maia International
Acro Cup in Portugal! Mia Disalle
&Theo Rots-Chan from Oakville
Gymnastics Club won silver; Lauren
Bligh, Camille Calvo & Emma
Carlton from Calgary Acro won
silver; and Kristian Diana & Maxwell
Henershot from Oakville Gymnastics
Club won bronze.
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OGC ACROBATIC GYMNASTICS
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OGC ACROBATIC GYMNASTICS
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ELITE CANADA 2018 Report in Laval, QC–
The TOP Athletes in the Country
The 2018 Elite Canada competition was hosted
by Gymnastique Québec & Club de
Gymnastique Québec Performance at the Telus
Stadium – Laval University, Québec, QC January
31st-February 4, 2018.
Elite Canada is a national competition which
brings together the top athletes from across
Canada from the novice, junior and senior
categories. In men’s artistic gymnastics, the event
identifies the top junior and senior athletes for
the competitive season and is part of the
selection process for the national teams. In
women’s artistic gymnastics, gymnasts in the
novice, junior and senior categories seek
qualification for High Performance status, which
gives them the right to compete in those
categories at Canadian Championships and to be
eligible for consideration for national teams and
potential international competitions.

RESULTS for WAG
Brooklyn Moors of Cambridge, ON topped the
field in the senior women’s all-around
category. Moors, from Dynamo Gymnastics, who
captured the world’s attention this past fall at the
World Championships in Montreal where she
placed 15th in the all-around competition, is
seemingly unbeatable on floor right now. With
her beautiful floor routine scoring 14.034, she
advanced to the apparatus finals where she took
the gold medal with a final score of 14.600 – the
highest score of the day. She also qualified for
finals on vault and beam and ended up winning
silver on beam with a score of 12.200 behind
Rose Kaying-Woo of Brossard, QC who captured
the gold with a score of 12.734. (Woo took
bronze in the preliminary competition.) Moors
was awarded the Senior All Around title for her
effort.
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ELITE Canada (continued)…
Ana Padurariu of Whitby, ON had a
phenomenal debut as a senior at Elite Canada
and would have taken the win if not for an
unfortunate fall on vault; she won silver in the
preliminary competition.
Ellie Black of Halifax, NS, the 2017 World
Championships silver medallist in the all-around,
only competed on the uneven bars at the
competition as she rests an injury to her toe. She
advanced to event
finals where she
placed 7th.
Rio 2016
Olympian, Shallon
Olsen of Vancouver,
BC continued her
winning streak on
vault, taking the
gold with a score of
14.300. Olsen
hasn’t lost a vault
title since becoming
a senior in 2016.
Victoria-Kayen Woo of Brossard, QC made a
triumphant return to competition after taking the
last year off and captured the gold medal on the
uneven bars with a score of 13.300.
In the Junior category, Emma Spence of Dynamo
Gymnastics in Cambridge, impressed, winning
the Junior All-Around and qualifying to advance
to the vault, bars and floor event finals where she
took gold on both the uneven bars and floor. Her
bar score of 14.434 was the highest score of the
day for the juniors. Spence took home bronze on
vault.
Imogen Paterson of Vancouver, BC took silver
over all and qualified for finals on all four events.

However, she finished second all weekend
behind Spence, capturing silver on uneven bars
and floor and finishing second in the all-around
competition. Kyra Cato of Calgary, AB claimed
the bronze and qualified for vault, bars and
beam.
In the novice women’s category, it was Rébéka
Groulx from Gym-Richelieu who took the allaround title by a substantial margin, scoring a
total of 111.436 –
more than 6 points
ahead of her nearest
competitor.
Women’s junior
national team
coach, Alex Bard
was pleased with
what he saw over
the three days of
competition from
all age groups:
“We’re definitely on
the way to 2020 – this
is our main destination. What I saw this weekend
at Elite Canada – we have huge depth of talent
and right now it’s small steps in the right
direction. The coach’s support and knowledge,
and sacrifice for their athletes, just to come and
be the best they can be, is amazing.”
RESULTS for MAG
In the men’s competition, it was close between
the top three men with René Cournoyer, Jackson
Payne of Calgary, AB, and new senior, Darren
Wong of Vancouver, BC eventually finishing one,
two, and three respectively.
(Continued on next page…)
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ELITE Canada (continued)…
In event finals, gold was won by a different
athlete on each apparatus. Joel Gagnon of
Regina, SK took gold on floor, as well as bronze
on horizontal bar; Thierry Pellerin of Lévis, QC
took gold on pommel horse; Chris Kaji of
Mississauga, ON was gold on rings; William
Émard of Laval, QC earned gold on vault; René
Cournoyer of Repentigny, QC took gold on
parallel bars as well as
bronze on the pommel
horse and rings; and Kevin
Lytwyn of Stoney Creek, ON
took gold on horizontal bar
and bronze on parallel bars.
For the junior men, it was
another tight battle for the
all-around title in the 16-17
age category. David Sandro
of Acton, ON eventually
took the win, just edging
out Evgeny Siminiuc of
Mississauga, ON, who was
the all-around champion in
the 14-15 age category at
last year’s competition.
Teammate Dorian Doan,
also of Mississauga, ON,
took bronze.
Felix Dolci of Laval, QC
and Evgeny Siminiuc of Mississauga, ON were
the top winners in the junior men’s 16-17
apparatus finals. Dolci had a tough meet in the
all-around competition on Friday where he failed
to make the podium, ending the day in fourth.
He bounced back in grand fashion on Saturday
though, taking home three gold medals on floor,
rings, and vault, and adding a bronze on high
bar. His score on vault – 14.034 was the highest
of the day. Winning gold on the other three

men’s apparatus was Evgeny Siminiuc of
Mississauga, ON who took gold on pommel
horse, parallel bars and high bar. Siminiuc also
won silver on floor – adding to the silver medal
he won in the all-around competition on Friday.
In the 14-15 age category for junior men, it was
Evan Fedder of Vancouver, BC who took the gold
with a score of 90.264. Benoit Tremblay of
Gatineau, QC took silver,
while Matthew Brown of
Dartmouth, NS took
bronze. In event finals, it
was Evan Fedder who won
gold on floor and parallel
bars, and bronze on rings
and vault. Matthew Brown
of Dartmouth, NS was the
other multiple medallist
winning gold on rings and
high bar, and bronze on
pommel horse. Jayson
Rampersad of Oakville, ON
won gold on pommel horse.
Men’s National Team
Director, Tony Smith of
Calgary, AB was very
impressed by what he saw
over the two days of
competition: “I’ve
participated in a lot of Elite Canada’s in my time,
and I’d say that this was one of the more
promising Elite Canada’s. I think the level has
come way up with our junior guys and I’m really,
really happy with a number of our first-year
juniors who are doing some really good
gymnastics at this point in their careers.”
For complete results, visit: http://bit.ly/ECAG2018_dresults

-Gymnastics Canada
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Overheard at the Gym!
Kids- they see the world with such innocence. It’s what we love about them. But every now and again
that innocence morphs into brutal honesty, often with hilarious consequences. The only thing better
than witnessing one of these rare moments from our children is when the coaches or families decide to
get in on the action. We suspected that the gym would be the perfect breeding ground for these
(un)intended moments of hilarity and after scouring the various disciplines, we are pleased to share with
you just some of what’s been overheard at OGC.

Gymnasts Say the Darndest Things
Coach: “You need to stick your landing.”
Athlete: “Okay... Do you have any glue?
Coach: No, but I think Sonny has some
duct tape in the storage room.
-5 year old Gymnast

MAG Coach: You need to go hard or go home.
Gymnast: You mean we can go home?

WAG Coach: Okay guys, we’re working on
aerials today.
Gymnast: Yesss!!!! I love mermaids!

Tumbling Coach: We’re going to do a warm up
we call the 20-20's. It's 20 different skills done
20 times. Are you ready? First exercise is
Jumping Jacks.

*Following a MAG meet
MAG Gymnast: I just compete to make the other
athletes look good.

Gymnast: OMG, I love conditioning!
-No gymnast ever

Gymnasts vs Coaches
Coach: This is the 5th time I’ve made that same
correction this week.
Gymnast: I don’t remember. When?
Coach: I can’t think of the exact moment right
off the top of my head.
Gymnast: Then use the bottom.
-

Tumbler: How many?
Coach: You’re not paying attention at all today!
Acro Coach: What's your favourite kind of bird?
Gymnast: A crow!

Gymnast: Sorry, what?
-Acro
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Excuses
Athletes: Coach, do you have a boyfriend?
Coach: Yes, his name is Jim.
Athletes: Ooooooohhhhhh….
Coach: Jim Nastics. Now get back to work.
-Acro

*After filming the floor routine. Never argue
with hard evidence.
Athlete: Coach, were my toes pointed that time?

Gymnast: I can't tumble today.
Coach: Why not?
Gymnast: My arms are really tired.
Coach: From what?!
Gymnast: We went to the park yesterday and I
was throwing bread to the ducks in the pond for
a whole hour.
-8 year old tumbler

Coach: What do you think?
Athlete: Yes.
Coach: No, they weren't.
Athlete: Yes, they were.
Coach: Roll the tape.

Coach: Why weren't you at practice yesterday?
Gymnast: I had to attend a funeral for my
hamster.
-10 year old tumbler

-5 year old Gymnast
WAG Gymnast: Coach, I’m not using that beam
anymore.

From the Bleachers

WAG Coach: Why not?
WAG Gymnast: It bit me.

Sibling of WAG Gymnast: I probably could have
been a gymnast.
WAG Gymnast: You texted me last night to ask if
I would come downstairs and pass you the
remote control.

WAG Coach: Time for conditioning. Let’s start
with rope climbs.
WAG Gymnast: No thanks.

MAG Gym Dad: I used to be able to do that.
MAG Gymnast: A back handspring?
MAG Gym Dad: No. Run.
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MANY THANKS TO OUR OGC SPONSORS AND PARTNERS FOR THEIR
CONTINUED AND VALUED SUPPORT
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